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At the September 2
meeting…

Gravitational
Radiation from the
Early Universe
Dr. David Garrison, University of
Houston at Clear Lake
David will simulate the spectrum of gravitational waves
(GWs) produced by turbulence in the early universe and
will review the theory of
Gravitational Waves and the Physics
of the Early Universe and show how
we hope to one day observe these
waves. He will also discuss how we
calculate the spectrum of
gravitational waves from the early
universe using the techniques of
numerical relativity. Calculations
utilizing his code should result in a more accurate GW
spectrum than other techniques because they allow us to
better simulate the conditions of the early universe. Other
calculations of GWs produced by turbulence did not
involve several important factors such as the effects of a
dark matter field, this simulation can.
David Garrison is an associate professor and chair of
physics—UH CL

The Houston Astronomical
Society is a member of the
Astronomical League.
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HAS Web Page:
http://www.AstronomyHouston.org
See the GuideStar's Monthly Calendar of
Events to confirm dates and times of all
events for the month, and check the Web
Page for any last minute changes.

Schedule of meeting activities:
All meetings are at the University of Houston
Science and Research building. See the inside
back page for directions to the location.
Novice meeting: ............................... 7:00 p.m.
“How Good are Your Scope and
Eyes?” - Observing Saturn and His
Moons—Bruce Pollard—President
NHAC
General meeting: ............................. 8:00 p.m
See last page for directions
and more information.
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The Houston Astronomical Society
The Houston Astronomical Society is a non-profit corporation
organized under section 501 (C) 3 of the Internal Revenue Code.
The Society was formed for education and scientific purposes. All
contributions and gifts are deductible for federal income tax
purposes. General membership meetings are open to the public
and attendance is encouraged.
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Dues and Membership Information
Annual Dues:Regular ................................................ $36
Associate.....................................................................$6
Sustaining ................................................................. $50
Student ..................................................................... $12
Honorary .................................................................. N/C
All members have the right to participate in Society functions and
to use the Observatory Site. Regular and Student Members receive a subscription to The Reflector. The GuideStar, the monthly
publication of the Houston Astronomical Society is available on
the web site. Associate Members, immediate family members of a
Regular Member, have all membership rights, but do not receive
publications. Sustaining members have the same rights as regular
members with the additional dues treated as a donation to the
Society. Sky & Telescope and Astronomy magazines are available
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Membership Application: Send funds to address shown on last
page of GuideStar. Attention - Treasurer, along with the following
information: Name, Address, Phone Number, Special Interests in
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where you first heard of H.A.S.

New Members
The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes the following new members: Howard & Sally Tinsman, Rob Sullivan, Martin Hajovsky, John Creegan, Amir Athari, Adam
Atanas, Josh Connelly, John Schneider, Burke Nail, Jim
Haley, Lawrence Myint, Todd Simmons, Melissa Kiesel,
Arthur Rojas, Chris Gussett, Roberto Brunel

Other Meetings...
Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society meets in the
the Lunar and Planetary Institute on the 2nd Friday of
each month. Web site: www.jscas.net
Fort Bend Astronomy Club meets the third Friday of the
month at 8:00 p.m. at the First Colony conference
Center. Novice meeting begins at 7:00, regular meeting begins at 8:00. Web site: http://www.fbac.org
North Houston Astronomy Club meets at 7:30 p.m. on
the 4th Friday of each month in the Teaching Theatre
of the Student Center at Kingwood College.Call 281312-1650 or E-mailbill.leach@nhmccd.edu. Web
site: www.astronomyclub.org
Brazosport Astronomy Club meets the third Tuesday of
each month at the Brazosport planetarium at 7:45
p.m. The Brazosport planetarium is located at 400
College Boulevard, Clute, TX, 77531. For more information call 979-265-3376
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September/October

Calendar
Date

Time

Check the web site:
www.astronomyhouston.org
Webmaster: Kay McCallum
kaymccallum@mcclibrary.net

Event

September
2
3

7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
1:00 a.m.

4
9

12:39 p.m.
10:00 p.m.

12
20

4:26 a.m.
8:39 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
4:06 a.m.

23
24
26
27

7:00 p.m.
6:08 a.m.

HAS Novice Meeting, U of H
HAS General Meeting, U of H
Mercury at greatest elongation
west
Moon at First Quarter
Mercury 0.67 degrees North of
Regulus
Full Moon
Moon at last quarter
Board Meeting (info below)
Autumnal equinox
HAS Picnic, Prime Night, and
All Clubs Star Party, Columbus site
Uranus at opposition
New Moon

October
3
7
8

10:15 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

11
19
21
22
26
29

9:06 p.m.
10:31p.m.

2:56 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

Moon at first quarter
Regional All Clubs Meeting, HMNS
Astronomy Day, George Observatory
Brazos Bend State Park
Full Moon
Moon at last quarter
Orionid meteors peak
Prime Night, Columbus Site
New Moon
Jupiter at opposition
All Clubs Star Party, Columbus site

Send calendar events to Doug McCormick
- skygazer10@sbcglobal.net









The Houston Astronomical Society Web
page has information on the society, its
resources, and meeting information.
Want your astronomy work and name on
the Internet for the whole world to see?
Have some neat equipment? Pictures in film,
CCD, hand drawings or video format are all
welcome on the page. Do you have an idea
to improve the page? I’m listening. Send me
Email at kaym@mcclibrary.net.

Follow the GuideStar on Twitter at:

GuideStar_HAS
Join Facebook and look for:

Houston Astronomical Society
Starline is back
Call 832-go4-HAS0 (832-464-4270) for the
latest information on the meeting and other
information about activities within the HAS.



GuideStar deadline


for the October 

 issue



 is September 15



HAS Board Meeting
The next board meeting will be September 20th, 2011
at 7:00 pm. The board meets at the Houston Chronicle
building (downtown) and members are encouraged to
attend.
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Observations... of the editor
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

A Season of Volunteering

able, too. Look at page 2 of this GuideStar for a
list of these.

Here’s what’s coming up:

Adding Autoguiding

September 10, Saturday, 6:30 p.m. — Back to School Family Day
at Discovery Green Park. Contact Bill Pellerin, coordinator
(billpellerin@sbcglobal.net)

I have tried getting variable star photometric
images without an autoguider (too much overhead, I thought). I tried using PEC, periodic
error correction, but didn’t have much luck.

September 10, Saturday, 6:30 p.m. — Houston Arboretum Harvest Moon. Houston Arboretum (near Memorial Park). Contact:
Jimmy Newland, coordinator, (newton@jfox.net)
October 7, Friday, sunset — Candlelighters—at Camp for All —
Children cancer patients from MD Anderson and Texas Children’s
at Camp for All (near Brenham). Contact Bill Pellerin, coordinator
(billpellerin@sbcglobal.net)
October 8, Saturday, 3 pm-11pm — Astronomy Day—George Observatory, Brazos Bend State Park. Huge public event — telescopes, talks, much more. See astronomyday.net. Contact: Cynthia
Gustava (cynm31@att.net)
The Night Sky Network — to keep up with volunteer opportunities
in the Houston area, join the Night Sky Network at:
http://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/
Look for the Greater Houston Astronomical Coalition. Requests for
star parties are posted here, and you can volunteer here as well.

Houston Astronomical Society Needs You
It’s not too early to contemplate who will step up and take responsibility in 2012 for the various duties that make the Houston Astronomical Society work. The HAS has benefitted from having many of
its members volunteer for the jobs that need doing. How about
you? Can you contribute some effort to the HAS?
Unless somebody volunteers between the time I write this and the
time you read this, there will be a need for a new Observatory
Chair. Yes, this is one of the HAS jobs that requires some sustained
effort, but it’s a job that can be shared by other ‘committee’ members. Think about it. The observatory is a key benefit to HAS members, so it’s important. Other important opportunities are avail-

Now, I’ve given up, and included an autoguider
in my setup. Functionally, this works great. My
images aren’t perfect, but I don’t need perfect
for photometric work, I need ‘good enough’.
Ok, but now I have a new problem… cable
wrangling. Next project — improve the cabling
(power, telescope control, camera control)
from my computer desk to the telescope.
It’s always something.
I’ve put a guided photo of the star field around
R Crb on page 8. R Crb is identified in the image.

Cooler Weather?
This is the September GuideStar I always think
of October as the earliest month when it can
get cooler (and darker). Yeah.

Until next time...
clear skies and new moons!

..Bill
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A GuideStar Interview by Clayton L. Jeter

Jerry Oltion—Writer / Astronomer

H

ave you checked out Jerry Oltion’s colossal copy of Edmund

Scientific’s “Astroscan” in the Sky and Telescope’s Sept.
2011 issue? It’s his way-cool version of Edmund’s famous portable
Rich Field reflecting telescope… that tracks across the sky.
The original scope has a mere 4 1/8" aperture, but Jerry’s is ballooned to a whopping 8" f/4.2 I’m a big pushover for Rich Field
views. I owned an Astroscan in 2007 (regret selling it). So simple

appreciate his passion for the cosmos and telescope making.
Let’s meet Jerry…

The Jerry Oltion bio…
For 30 years or so I identified myself as a
science fiction writer. That’s what I did, who
I was, and what was important to me. Then I
found amateur astronomy. Now I still say I’m
a science fiction writer, but I immediately
add “and an amateur astronomer” because
that’s how I think of myself now. I spend
way more time on astronomy than on science fiction anymore.
My wife, Kathy, and I got into astronomy in
2003 when we bought ourselves a telescope
for Christmas. It was possibly the worst
scope ever built, but that turned out to be a
blessing in disguise because we learned a lot
about telescopes while we were trying to
figure out what was wrong with ours. I
learned enough to become interested in
building a telescope of my own, and I was
lucky enough to meet two very good amateur telescope makers, both of whom taught
me how to grind my own mirror and listened
to my crazy notions about a new telescope
design.

and yet so Wow! I know I want one of these 8" versions.
Not only has Jerry a passion for telescope building, but he’s also a
science fiction writer too. We will talk about this in a jiff. This is a
busy guy. He loves a good project.

Rather than build a traditional Dobsonian, I
built a round-bottomed telescope instead,
and in a middle-of-the-night flash of inspiration figured out a simple way to make it
track. Thus was born my “trackball” telescope, which I’ve now made four of, the latest being a 2x scale-up of the Edmund Scientific Astroscan. I think tracking ball-scopes
are the wave of the future, or will be if
enough people get their hands on one and
see how much more convenient they are to
use than other designs.

I really hope all of you enjoy this interview with Jerry and get to
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

I was born and raised in Wyoming, spending my first 32 years
there. I moved from there to Eugene, Oregon, where I’ve been
ever since (22 years). It’s kind of ironic that I got into astronomy
after I moved to one of the cloudiest places on the planet, but
the long gray winters provide me with plenty of time for telescope making. As one of my mentors, Mel Bartels, says: “I pity
those people in Arizona; they have no time to build telescopes.”
I love tinkering with stuff in general. I like to build things out of
found materials, fix things that most people would just throw
away, and keep things running long beyond their intended lifespan. I’m a star-hopper rather than a go-toer, though I do like to
have my telescopes track. One of my favorite things in life is to
look at something beautiful through a telescope and just lose
myself in it for long minutes at a time.

The Jerry Oltion interview…
Clayton: Great having you here for this fun interview. Thanks for taking
the time, too.
I suppose you, like many of us, had the desire to peep through a
telescope even as a child. Why did it take you several decades to
pursue this hobby and get serious about it?
Jerry: I’ve always been interested in the night sky, but never had a telescope. I learned the major constellations when I was young and
could usually figure out which bright “stars” were planets, but I
always thought a telescope would be too expensive to afford.
When Kathy and I finally looked into it we slapped ourselves on our
foreheads and said, “Why did we wait so long?” It was way
cheaper than we expected. At least it was at first. We didn’t count
on aperture fever, and what we call “TAS.” (Telescope Acquisition
Syndrome.) We’ve got 10 scopes now, and no end in sight!
Clayton: Do you think that by becoming involved in astronomy, it has
somehow changed a direction in your life?
Jerry: Very much so. Science fiction used to be my primary interest, but
astronomy has become my major focus in life now. I think what
happened was that writing was a hobby when I was young, and
then I turned it into a career, so I didn’t have a hobby for years.
When I got interested in astronomy I suddenly realized how much
joy I’d been missing, and I dived into it with more zeal than practically anything else in my life.
Clayton: So you’re a science fiction writer… tell our readers how you
came about writing and a bit about some of your stories.
Jerry: I’ve always known I would be a writer. I mean from the age of five
or so. It was just a given in my life. Fireman? Astronaut? Nah. Skiffy
writer for me. I’ve always been interested in speculation and in
storytelling, so I worked at it from the moment I could hold a pencil and it eventually paid off. Not well; the writing business is a lot
like the lottery, and I’ve never hit the big jackpot, but I’ve had a
few successes. I recently became the most prolific contributor to
Analog magazine in its entire history (dating back to 1930). I had to
sell them 84 short stories to take that title away from Christopher
Anvil.
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I generally write what’s called “hard science
fiction,” that is, SF (never call it “sci-fi”; that’s a
term we reserve for shlocky old monster movies) with hardware and realistic speculation in
it. I like rockets and ray guns and robots. I did
write a science-fiction ghost story once,
(“Abandon in Place”) and won a Nebula Award
with it. The ghost was the ghost of the Apollo
space program, though, so even that was
pretty techie. I later turned it into a novel that
got fairly woo-woo toward the end, but I followed careful rules. I tried to show what consensual reality would be like
if there were physical laws
governing it. I had a blast
writing it, and still think it’s
one of my best works.
Clayton: Are you a visual
observer only? Tell us about
a typical observing session.
Jerry: I’m definitely a visual
observer. I got into astrophotography for a while, but
I was using film when everyone else was going digital
and got frustrated pretty quickly with my results compared to others. Besides, guiding a
fifteen-minute exposure has got to be the
world’s most boring video game! I looked into
the price of a digital setup versus the price of a
bigger scope, and I went back to visual observing and have been doing that almost exclusively ever since.
I love star hopping. A typical observing session
for me starts with a few favorite bright objects
just for the joy of looking at “eye candy,” then
I’ll settle in with a Sue French column or my
own list of objects and start hunting them
down. I’ve just recently started in on the Caldwell catalog, which I’ve somehow managed to
ignore for years, and that’s proving to be a ton
of fun. I’ve already seen many of the objects on
that list, but it’s fun to see them again and
even more fun to learn my way to the new
ones.
Using a ball-mounted scope makes star hopping a lot easier than with even the smoothest
dob. No Dob’s hole! The motion is the same in
any direction, and I can put the eyepiece in any
orientation I like. I do most of my observing
sitting down, which helps me pull all-nighters. I
hardly ever get tired when I’m out with a
scope. I’m having too much fun to get tired!
I should point out that my wife’s method of
observing is exactly the opposite of mine. She
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

loves to just scan the sky at random; then when she finds something interesting we'll look it up on the charts to see what she’s
found. She hasn’t discovered anything new yet, but lots of stuff
that’s new to us, which delights us both.
Clayton: Your tracking ball-scope design is a stroke of genius! How exactly did it all come to be? Have you discussed this mount with the
Edmund folks in New York or PortaBall at Mag 1 Instruments? I’m
like you; this could be extremely popular with amateurs in the
future.
Jerry: The idea for the trackball mount was one of those 3:00 a.m. forehead slappers. I’d ground an f/3.8 mirror (more or less by accident;
I was going for f/5 and got a little carried away) and had already
decided to make a ball scope with it, but I kept thinking there
should be an easy way to make a ball track. And there is! I had
several people tell me it wouldn’t work, so of course I had to try it,
and I enjoyed proving them wrong.
I haven’t contacted Edmund directly, but a friend of mine knows
some of the people there and has. Word is they’re excited by my
scaled-up Astroscan, but they haven’t said anything to me about it.
I sent email to the guy who bought PortaBall a few years ago, just
calling his attention to the fact that he could make his scopes track
for practically nothing, but never heard back. Likewise Celestron,
Meade, and Orion. I tried to talk to their product development
people, and the first two companies said, “Our who?” Somebody
from Orion did at least call me back, but we played telephone tag
for a week or so and I finally gave up. This is an idea that’s going to
have to rise up from the bottom rather than be imposed from the
top. That’s how Dobson did it, and that’s what I’ll have to do, too.
That’s why I built the Big Astroscan. It’s a huge draw at star parties,
and then when I’ve got a crowd around the scope I can say, “By the
way, it tracks, and here’s how that works.”
Clayton: Just for fun, in the event you decided to fabricate a 20" f 4.2
ball-scope (red in color of course), what would its dimensions be?
Do the math for us. I’d guess we would need a ladder to peer
through the eyepiece when observing at the zenith. Rats!
Jerry: The ball should ideally be about 1.5 times the mirror diameter, so
you’d be looking at a 30" ball. At f/4.2 the focal point would be 84
inches from the primary, so the secondary would have to be about
70 inches above the primary, putting the eyepiece just a foot or so
above your eyes at the zenith. You could build the mount so the
ball was very close to the ground, so that wouldn’t be too bad! I
may have to build one...
Clayton: Every year at the Okie Tex star party, I visit a vendor that sells
a tiny truss tube Dobsonian kit for Astroscan optics. Are you aware
of this design? I keep saying that I should break down and purchase the kit. What’s your take on this teeny-tiny highly portable
telescope?
Jerry: I couldn’t find a photo of it online, so I’m talking through my hat
here, but it’s hard to imagine a more portable scope than an Astroscan. The thing is already tiny, plus it’s practically bulletproof, so
you can wedge it in anywhere and still have a functioning telescope when you get wherever you’re going. But the idea of a
teeny-tiny truss dob sounds really cool. If I had a spare Astroscan,
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I’d definitely consider converting it into one.
Clayton: Do you have an amateur observing mentor?
Jerry: I have telescope-making mentors (David Davis
and Mel Bartels in particular), but no observing
mentors. Just lots of companions who teach
me how to find their own favorite objects.
Clayton: Have you a favorite star party that you
attend regularly?
Jerry: I love going to The Oregon Star Party. There’s
something magical about being out in the middle of nowhere with 500+ like-minded people
all looking upward. Our club (the Eugene Astronomical Society) has regular “First Quarter
Fridays,” that are a lot of fun, too. But my favorite times are out on a high ridge a few miles
out of town with a few friends. It’s quieter and
slower paced than a star party, and I can zone
out on the cosmos without feeling like I’m letting down my end of a conversation.
Clayton: Perhaps when we’re all 80+ years of age,
we will trade in our 32" Dobs for an easier to
handle 4 1/8" scope that tracks! All kidding
aside, how do you envision amateur astronomy
in the next 20 years?
Jerry: I expect to see larger and larger aperture in
shorter and shorter scopes. With paracorrs for
f/3 available now, a person can build a 20"
scope that they can use without a ladder, and
the view through it is as nice as you could ask
for. When someone like Orion starts selling a
20" shorty for a thousand bucks, look out!
Ball scopes could become popular, but I’m not
holding my breath. It takes half an hour with
one to really appreciate how much easier than
dobs they are to use, and few people will get
the opportunity until more people have them.
It’s a catch-22. It might eventually happen, but
with the increasing popularity of go-to scopes
I’m afraid fewer and fewer people will be interested in a better star-hopping scope.
Realistically, that’s where I expect future
trends to lead: to more computerization and
less hands-on astronomy. But I do hope there
will always be a contingent of people like me
who like to build our own scopes and learn to
navigate the sky with them under our own
power.
Clayton: Do you have any helpful advice to pass on
to observers just starting out in astronomy?
Jerry: Learn the sky! Start with a star map and your
eyeballs. After you can tell Altair from Zubenelgenubi, get some binoculars and a lounge chair
(Continued on page 8)
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area, we’d love to see you.

(Continued from page 7)

and learn what you can see through those. Then get a telescope. By then
you’ll know what kind of scope suits your temperament. Consider building
one. There’s nothing quite like the satisfaction of observing the Universe
with a telescope you built with your own hands.
Clayton: Is there an email address that you have that a Houston Astronomical
Society member could contact you for an additional question or two?
Jerry: j.oltion@sff.net
Clayton: Thanks Jerry for taking the time to share your interest and thoughts
within our HAS newsletter, the GuideStar. We wish you luck with all of your
astronomy interests. Please come visit our society when in the Houston

Clear skies always!
Jerry: Thanks for your interest in my little corner
of the cosmos!

Clayton L. Jeter is an avid SCT visual
observer and a long time member of the
Houston Astronomical Society. Contact
him at: stonebloke@gmail.com

Autoguided image of R Crb, a variable star taken on August 7, 2011. Three five-minute exposures stacked and dark
subtracted. R Crb is getting brighter, from its minimum of about 14th magnitude. It measured 12.07 magnitude in
this image. Image was with a 4” refractor. See Page 4 for information.
— Bill Pellerin
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Observatory Corner
About Bob Rogers, (now retired) Observatory Chairman
Hello everyone.
Bob Rogers retired as observatory chairman in August 2011, after
years of service to the Houston Astronomical Society.
August 12, 2011
To all,
I want to let everyone know that I'm resigning my position as Observatory Committee Chairman of the Houston Astronomical Society effective as of today for personal reasons.

Bob: A standing ovation for all your efforts
at the Observatory. I have thoroughly enjoyed all my trips out there.

I want to thank the membership for everyone's support for the last 5
years as the Committee Chairman and having the pleasure to serve
each and everyone of you. I plan on being a continued member of HAS
and hope to see everyone at the site in the near future.

David Haviland

Thank you,
Bob Rogers

When he announced his retirement, there were many responses to
that announcement. Here are some of them.
Bob: You set the bar high for whoever follows you in the role of Observatory Committee Chairman, good luck with whatever you pursue in
the future.
PS. You are always welcome to have a peak though my eyepieces hope
to see you on the observing field soon.
Ed Fraini
Bob,
Thanks for all the hard work you did for the Observatory over the
years. As a member of HAS, I truly appreciate all the time and effort
you devoted to the Observatory Site during your tenure as Observatory Chairman. We all benefit from your efforts when we go out to the
site. Hopefully now you will have a little more time for R&R!
I hope to see you out at the site on some clear nights in the future.
Come by and we can share some of the night sky through my scope.
And if it’s cloudy, maybe we can share a few refreshments from my
cooler!! J
Thanks again for your years of service to the HAS.
Bill Flanagan

Bob: I stopped observing years ago to do
history, so I haven’t been to the site for a
long time. Still, I feel compelled to add my
thanks and commendations to those of
others for your excellent but often unappreciated service to the HAS as the observatory chairman. It has been obvious to
any reader of this list that you have been
doing an excellent job. Thank you for your
outstanding stewardship of the HAS Observatory.
As the past-president who appointed the
first Observatory Committee and served as
a member of that committee in the early
days of its existence, I might also comment
that there were many nay-sayers at the
time that first committee was appointed,
before we even had a site or even knew in
which direction we wanted to look for
land, and they were not without justification in their criticism. It was not clear that
such a site could be constructed or would
be maintained by the membership. However, it is a pleasure to me personally, as I
know it must be to Alan Parker, John Hiett,
Larry Wadle and other participants in that
earliest effort to see how successful the
HAS Observatory has been. It is really an
important asset of the Society, and has
remained so because members like you,
Bob, and your predecessors as Observatory
(Continued on page 10)
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Chairman, and many others, have pitched in to make sure the site
was improved and was not only available but attractive for use.
Many thanks,
Tom Williams
Bob, you made visual astronomy fun and accessible to me and a lot
of other folks. Thank you and the observatory team for whatever
magic you do week after week to keep the field cut, the mosquitos at
bay, and everything else in working order.
You'll see us at the site. Ray and Evan want to see Albireo through
one of the big scopes.
Rene Gedaly
Bob:
Thanks for all you have done for HAS and the observatory over the
years. I haven’t been able to get out to Columbus much, but I really
appreciate all that you (and Mike & others before you) have done to
make it the great place it is.
Best wishes,
Alan Rossiter
Bob,
On the one hand I know the club will truly miss your dedication,
while on the other I know that you of anyone in HAS has done your
part ! I view the Columbus site as sort of a country club for astronomers, where membership has its privileges. I know that it is through
the efforts of you and those who came before you that we have the
benefit of this site. I look forward to help carry forth in the legacy
you have left us. Thanks again for your tireless service and friendship.
Marty Levine
Thank you for all of your services Bob in taking care of the observatory out at Columbus.
Now we will need to find someone to try to fill your shoes and continue with the observatory orientation we have every other month,
safety training out at the site, and the passing out of codes during
membership renewals every new calendar year.
I wonder who will jump up and become our new club observatory
committee chairperson.
Prof. Comet
Justin McCollum

A Record of Accomplishment
February, 2007 — Bob Rogers first identified as Observatory chairman in GuideStar
May 2007 -- Cooking area gets new cover installed with contribution

from Larry Wadle
September 15, 2007 – HAS Annual Picnic
– organized by Amelia Goldberg
October, 2007 – HAS receives donation
of a Yanmar 2610 tractor
January, 2008 – North fence and gate
replacement
March, 2008 – Scouts help with dead
tree removal; lights installed in cooking
shed; upgrades to the C-14 in progress.
Donations of a Dell computer and
TheSky 6 Professional software.
April, 2008 – Work is in progress on a
tractor shed on the site to shelter the
tractor from rain
July 2, 2008 – Slab poured for the tractor shed
July 26, 2008 – Upgrades installed to C14
September, 2008 – New air conditioner
installed in observatory
February, 2009 – Garage door installed
on tractor shed
May, 2009 – Cleanup of downed trees
July, 2009 – All Clubs Star Party at the
HAS Site
January, 2010 – Replacement of the
north fence
February, 2010 – re-do of the chart
room in the site observatory
February, 2010 – Internet access provided to picnic area
February, 2010 – Sale of equipment in
shed – Steve Goldberg
February, 2010 – Electrical checkup by
professional electrician
February, 2010 – Replace outside door
for observatory – Don Selle
February, 2010 – Weather station connected to Internet
March, 2010 – All Clubs March Madness
at site
April, 2010 – Site cleanup, old equip(Continued on page 14)
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Solar System Size Surprise
by Dr. Tony Phillips
News flash: You may be closer to interstellar space than you previously
thought.
A team of researchers led by Tom Krimigis of the Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory announced the finding in the June 2011 issue
of Nature. The complicated title of their article, “Zero outward flow
velocity for plasma in a heliosheath transition layer,” belies a simple
conclusion: The solar system appears to be a billion or more kilometers
smaller than earlier estimates.

NASA Space Place
“This is the first sign that the frontier is upon
us,” says Krimigis.
Previously, researchers thought the crossing
was still years and billions of kilometers
away, but a new analysis gave them second
thoughts. Krimigis and colleagues combined
Voyager data with previously unpublished
measurements from the Cassini spacecraft.
Cassini, on a mission to study
Saturn, is nowhere near the edge of
the solar system, but one of its
instruments can detect atoms
streaming into our solar system
from the outside. Comparing data
from the two locations, the team
concluded that the edge of the
heliosphere lies somewhere
between16 to 23 billion kilometers
from the sun, with a best estimate
of approximately 18 billion
kilometers.
Because Voyager 1 is already nearly
18 billion kilometers out, it could
cross into interstellar space at any
time—maybe even as you are
reading this article.

This artist's concept shows NASA's two Voyager spacecraft exploring a turbulent region of
space known as the heliosheath, the outer shell of the bubble of charged particles around our “How close are we?” wonders Ed
sun. Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech.
Stone, Caltech professor and

The recalculation is prompted by data from NASA’s Voyager 1 probe, now
18 billion kilometers from Earth. Voyagers 1 and 2 were designed and
built and are still managed by NASA’s Jet propulsion Laboratory. Aging but
active, the spacecraft have been traveling toward the stars since 1977 on
a heroic mission to leave the solar system and find out what lies beyond.
To accomplish their task, the Voyagers must penetrate the outer walls of
the heliosphere, a great bubble of plasma and magnetism blown in space
by the solar wind. The heliosphere is so big, it contains all the planets,
comets, and asteroids that orbit the sun. Indeed many astronomers hold
that the heliosphere defines the boundaries of the solar system. Inside it
is “home.” Outside lies the Milky Way. For 30+ years, the spacecraft have
been hurtling toward the transition zone. Voyager 1 is closing in.
Much of Voyager 1’s long journey has been uneventful. Last year,
however, things began to change. In June 2010, Voyager 1 beamed back a
startling number: zero. That’s the outward velocity of the solar wind
where the probe is now.

principal investigator of the
Voyager project since the beginning. “We
don't know, but Voyager 1 speeds outward a
billion miles every three years, so we may
not have long to wait.”
Stay tuned for the crossing.
For more about the missions of Voyager 1
and 2, see http://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/.
Another Voyager project scientist, Merav
Opher, is the guest on the newest Space
Place Live cartoon interview show for kids at
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/space-place-live.
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Building an Astronomer’s Stool
This Month: Hindsight is 20/20 vision
By Jim Wessell
Part 7 of 7
A Conclusion
1.

I should have made the attachment site under the seat larger to
nearly the same size as the plastic seat bottom. This would have
increased the strength of the armrests (the
fulcrum point between the lever of the armrest would have been further out towards the
bend). The pound or so of weight increase
would have been worth the increased rigidity
and stability of the armrests. If, for whatever
reason my manufactured boat seat is compromised, I will likely bite the bullet financially
and completely design my second generation
seat from scratch and in doing so increase the
bottom attachment site as a result.

cation through the Astronomy League.
Even now that I have my own telescope,
John continues to allow me the use of some
of his eyepieces so that I have a more diverse set for use. To this day we exchange
magazines which allow me to keep up to
date in astronomy without having to pay
for my pursuit of my passion out of pocket.
And now he gives me this latest gift, his
unwavering attention to detail and woodworking craftsmanship that resulted in an
outstandingly functional astronomy stool

2. I could have saved myself about $15.00
had I of bought the final thicker metal armThe master craftsman rest supports first, rather than finding out after
himself, John Boyd
the first attempt that the initial thinner set
wasn’t up to the job. If you are going to build
armrests for your chair, do yourself a favor and get the thickest
metal supports that you can actually bend right from the start.
3.

I wish I would have painted the seat attachment wood, armrest
supports, and armrests proper as individual components BEFORE
assembling them. Disassembling the parts of the attachment site
on the underside of the seat might cause stripping inside the four
screw housings inside the plastic base of the boat seat, so it was
not done. Likewise, painting the footrest first before attaching the
rope would have been a bit neater too. This is purely a cosmetic
issue and doesn’t detract from the final construction.

4.

Ideally, I would have designed the finalized red LED light system
before completing the stool. John and I had the stool completely
built before we thought idea #1 about incorporating some sort of
protective lighting system to prevent tripping in the dark from the
spread out ‘feet’ of the stool. This meant disassembling a few
parts of the pedestal and it also meant touching up paint afterwards. Both were relatively cosmetic, but they both required
some effort, all the same.

Render unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s…
To say that I owe John Boyd a debt is an understatement. Almost two
years ago, he allowed me to use his Celestron 8” CPC SCT and all the
accessories. With it, I rekindled my enthusiasm for viewing the nighttime sky, and successfully completed my Double Star observing certifi-

Here is the total assembled stool, foot rest, desk,
red LED lighting system, and desk lighting
system. It was a lot of fun to build and I look
forward to many years of its use.
(Continued on page 15)
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Hubble’s Star
How A Star Expanded Our Understanding of the Universe
By Carolyn Collins Petersen / http://thespacewriter.com/wp
Humans have stared at the stars throughout history and that makes
stargazing one of our oldest sciences. Probably THE oldest, along with
the accidental chemical experiments that led our earliest ancestors to
create things like soap and tea and other necessities. And, of course,

look at the sky. They made careful notes
about what they saw, and those observations led to speculation and eventually the application of scientific principles to explain the structure and
motions of things in the sky. And, in
due time, they shared their knowledge and our societies are richer for
it today.
Speaking of meetings, the summer
meeting of the American Astronomical Society took place in May,
in Boston. I wasn’t at this one, but
I’m hearing and seeing lots of fascinating news from the assembled
astronomers. They’re sharing what
they’ve found — from planetary
systems to peeks at the most distant stars and galaxies.

humans have engaged in biological experiments throughout history,
and eventually took up engineering and geology and all the other sciences we know of today.
Still, it’s astronomy that piques our interest. I often think about what
the first people who stared at the stars thought of what they were seeing.
I’ll give our species the benefit of the doubt and assume that there was
intent curiosity about it all, a sense of wondering what they are and if
they could be touched or visited. It probably didn’t take long for humans to start woolgathering all kinds of stories about them, and eventually their awe at these sparkly things turned into some kind of reverence. Heck, a sunrise inspires me greatly, and I’m sure it did for those
early folks, as well.
I also like to think of those early astronomers getting together and discussing what they saw, debating what the motions meant, how they
were made, and what relationship those things had to Earth. The history of astronomy is written by those people who did MORE than just

One story that caught my attention
is focused on a star in a distant galaxy. It first caught the attention of
an astronomer early in the 20th
century. The star is a Cepheid variable star — that is, one that pulsates in brightness in a regular and predictable rhythm. It caught the attention
of astronomer Edwin Hubble (for whom
the Hubble Space Telescope is named).
He knew that the light pulsations could
be used to help measure distances in
the universe. So, he did what any selfrespecting astronomer would do, he
measured the pulsations precisely, kept
good records, and when he had enough
good data, he calculated the distance to
the star.
That calculation (which any student in
astronomy can do these days), showed
that the galaxy in which the star existed
— the Andromeda Galaxy — was not
(Continued on page 14)
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part of the Milky Way Galaxy that we live in. It wasn’t even close. Instead, it and Andromeda were at least 2 million light-years away.
This finding probably excited Hubble very much; enough that he sent a
letter to his colleague, Harlow
Shapley, describing his finding.
Shapley recognized the significance of Hubble’s
finding — that is,
that the universe
was larger than we
thought — and
commented to
another colleague,
“Here’s the letter
that destroyed my
universe.”
This illustration shows the rhythmic rise and fall of starlight from the Cepheid variable star V1 over a seven- It was an impormonth period
tant step in under-

Credit: NASA, ESA, Z. Levay (STScl)

standing how large
Science Credit: NASA, ESA, Hubble Heritage Team, the universe is,
one that astronoSTS/cl/AURA, AAVSO
mers still rely on
today to figure out distances to some of the farthest objects in the
cosmos. In commemoration of Hubble’s landmark observation, astronomers with the Space Telescope Science Institute’s Hubble Heritage Project partnered with the American Association of Variable Star
Observers (AAVSO) to study the star. AAVSO is a group of dedicated
observers (both amateur and professional) who focus on the glimmerings of variable stars. Their work has contributed greatly to our understanding of these stars — and hence, to distances in the cosmos.
AAVSO observers followed brightness pulsations of the star in Andromeda — called V1 — for six months. Their observations were combined into what astronomers call a data “plot” (that is, put into an X/Y
axis, just like you might remember doing in geometry or calculus). That
plot is called a “light curve” and it shows the rhythmic rise and fall of
the star’s light. (If you want to see what a light curve looks like, go to
www.aavso.org; they have some on their front page, and explain them
in more detail).
Based on this data, the Hubble Heritage team scheduled Hubble telescope time to capture Wide Field Camera 3 images of the star at its
dimmest and brightest light levels.
As a reminder of how important these observations are, the combined
data and images were presented at the AAS meeting on Monday. You
can read the whole story at:
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2011/15

Astronomer Max Mutchler commented,
“This observation is a reminder that Cepheid
variables are still relevant today. Astronomers are using them to measure distances to
galaxies much farther away than Andromeda. They are the first rung on what astronomers call the cosmic distance ladder.”
That ladder stretches out to the earliest stars
and galaxies, more than 13 billion light-years
away. It’s an awesome achievement for a
species that only began looking at the stars
with the intent to understand them perhaps
a few hundred thousand years ago.
This content distributed by the AAVSO

(Continued from page 10)

ment removal
June, 2010 – Repair of lawnmower and tractor at site; planning for dead tree removal
August, 2010 – Report to the membership
on the status of the observing site.
October, 2010 – HAS Annual picnic
October 2010 – Floor work in observatory.
Mike Edstrom removed old tile, Steve &
Amelia Goldberg power washed the floor,
and painted the floor. Assisted by Boy Scouts
Ongoing efforts – mowing, clean-up, repairs,
gate code updates (yearly)
February, 2011 – Boy Scouts help with site
cleanup
March, 2011 – John Haynes and Marty Levine join Observatory Committee. Planning
for fence and gate work.
April, 2011 – 13 members at site for fence
work. Colorado County removes brush, provides leveling dirt, Ken Miller brings tractor
to site for fence work. Replace beds in bunk
house.
July, 2011 – presentation at HAS meeting on
mosquito control
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What’s Up?
News about HAS members and Astronomy Events in Houston

The George Observatory is always looking for volunteers on
Friday and Saturday nights. This is a great opportunity to
introduce the general public to astronomy and the night sky.
There’s a George Observatory volunteers list server that you
can subscribe to. You can also email Cynthia Gustava at
cynm31@att.net
Gordon Houston, VP, HAS, recently became the Chairman of
the Astronomical League's Urban Observing Club. He also
graduated in October 2010 from Swinburne University of
Technology with a Master of Science in Astronomy and has
begun a PHD program in archaeoastronomy/cultural astronomy
at Ilia State University, He completed his first research trip to
the Republic of Georgia in June. He also attended the IAU
Oxford IX Conference on Archaeoastronomy in January 2011 in
Lima, Peru. While in Peru, he traveled to Cerro Sechin,
Chankillo, Machu Picchu, and the Nazca Lines.
Astronomy Day, 2011. This will be at the George Observatory, a
Houston Museum of Natural Science facility in Brazos Bend
State Park. You can get more information at
http://www.astronomyday.net

(Continued from page 12)

that will likely be passed from me to my
daughters as they develop their own interests in stargazing. For this, and your continuing friendship John, I say “THANK YOU”.
This wonderful tool would not have had its
polish or precision without your input and
effort.
Editor comment: Thanks very much to Jim
Wessell for sharing his plans for the astronomy stool. Nice work!

If you volunteer you get free
admittance to the park, food and
beverages, and (best of all) the fun of
showing the public the night sky.
There will be plenty to see on this
night and plenty of people who want
to take a look.
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Shallow Sky Object of the Month

Mu Dra (Alrakis) - Double Star
By Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor
Object: Mu Dra (μ Dra)

Map from TheSky X

Class: Double star, sep 2.2”
Constallation: Draco
Magnitude: 4.9
R.A.: 17 h 05 m 20 s
Dec: 54 deg 28 min 13 sec
Size/Spectral: F5
Distance: 88 ly
Optics needed: Small telescope

Why this object is interesting:
This, not well known, double star consists of two 5.7
magnitude stars at a close, but not too close, separation
of 2.2 arc seconds is a double star showpiece. The
position angle of the two stars is close to 0 degrees. It is
rare that the components of a double star are matching
magnitudes. It’s also rare when two stars of the same
magnitude are also the same color — yellow white. It’s
one that you’ll want to see and to show your observing
friends and the public.
These two stars orbit each other in less than 500 years,
and while that’s a long time, careful observers (imagers?)
should be able to see movement in this pair in only a few
years. It would be an interesting exercise to image this
pair now, and again in, say, five years and see if the
movement is detectable.
The original, proper Arabic name given to this star pair is
Alrakis which is translated as the ‘Trotting Camel’.
On September 17, at 9:00 p.m., the star pair is 55 degrees
above the horizon at an azimuth of 325 degrees
(northwest).
If you like this object, and want to get more involved in
observing double stars, here are two books to consider:
The Cambridge Double Star Atlas — James Mullaney and
Wil Tirion. This book includes maps that help you find
double stars

Double Stars for Small Telescopes — Sissy Haas. No
maps in this book, but a very comprehensive list of
double stars.
The Astronomical League has a Double Star observing
program that you may find enjoyable, too. I completed
this program some years ago and enjoyed it very much.
Double stars have some significant advantages to
observers. They’re often bright and easy to find, even
under light-polluted skies. This means that you can
observe them without going to a dark-sky site and
without waiting for new moon. Another advantage is
that they are often visible in small telescopes, so
observing double stars does not necessarily involve
setting up a lot of equipment. The third, and biggest
advantage of double star observing, is that they’re
beautiful to see. I never tire of seeing a beautiful double
(or more) star system in the sky. There are plenty to
choose from, and you’ll never run out.
Still not enough? Check out the Washington Double
Star Catalog, maintained by the U.S. Naval Observatory
in Washington DC. Your tax dollars at work. With a little
bit of data manipulation you will be able to pick out
those stars that meet your observing requirements.

Houston
Astronomical
Society
P.O. Box 20332
Houston, TX 77225-0332
General Membership Meeting

The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes you to our organization.
The HAS is a group of dedicated amateur astronomers, most of whom
are observers, but some are armchair astronomers.
The benefits of membership are:
Access to our 18 acre observing site west of Houston -- a great place to

observe the universe!
A telescope loaner program -- borrow a HAS telescope and try observing for

yourself!

The Houston Astronomical Society holds its
regular monthly General Membership Meeting on the first Friday of each month, unless
rescheduled due to a holiday or a conflict
with other events at the University of Houston.

A monthly novice meeting, site orientation meeting, and general meeting with

Board of Directors Meeting

A yearly all-clubs meeting for Houston area organizations

The Board of Directors Meeting is held on
dates scheduled by the board at 7:00 p.m. at
the Houston Chronicle office, downtown.
Information provided to GuideStar will be
published. The meetings are open to all
members of the Society in good standing.
Attendance is encouraged.

Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap

GuideStar Information
The H.A.S. GuideStar is published monthly by
the Houston Astronomical Society. All opinions expressed herein are those of the contributor and not necessarily of Houston
Astronomical Society. The monthly Meeting
Notice is included herein. GuideStar is available on the HAS web site to all members of
H.A.S., and to persons interested in the organization's activities. Contributions to
GuideStar by members are encouraged.
Electronic submission is helpful. Submit the
article in text, MS-Word format via email
BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net. Copy must be
received by the 15th of the month for inclusion in the issue to be available near the end
of the same month. Or, bring copy to the
General Membership Meeting and give it to
the Editor, or phone to make special arrangements.
Editing & Production: Bill Pellerin,
713-880-8061

speakers of interest.
Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the

general public (such as Star Parties at schools)

stories

You're invited to attend our next meeting.
You'll have a great time.

Houston Astronomical Society
Meeting on Friday, September 2
7:00 Novice Meeting
8:00 General Meeting, room 117 Science & Research 1 Bldg

University of Houston
Directions to meeting:
From I-45 going south (from downtown)
exit at Cullen Boulevard
turn right on Cullen
turn right into the parking lot (by the stadium)
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back)

Email: BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net
Advertising: Advertisers may inquire concerning ad rates and availability of space.

From I-45 going north (from NASA/Galveston)
exit at Cullen Boulevard
turn left on Cullen
turn right into the parking lot (by the stadium)
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back)
Parking:
There is Free Parking, BUT DO NOT PARK IN ANY
RESERVED PARKING SPACES AT ANY TIME.
U of H parking enforcement will ticket your vehicle.
UPDATE (2011) — Due to construction in the stadium parking lot,
use entrances 15D and 15F. You can park in this area, but NOT in a
RESERVED space.

